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ABSTRACT: Ocean surface currents introduce variations into the surface wind-stress that can

change the component of the stress aligned with the thermal wind shear at fronts. This modifies

the Ekman buoyancy flux, such that the current feedback on the stress tends to generate an

effective flux of buoyancy and potential vorticity to the mixed-layer. Scaling arguments and

idealized simulations resolving both mesoscale and submesoscale turbulence suggest that this

pathway for air-sea interaction can be important both locally at individual submesoscale fronts

with strong surface currents—where it can introduce equivalent advective heat fluxes exceeding

several hundred W m−2—and in the spatial mean where it reduces the integrated Ekman buoyancy

flux by approximately 50%. The accompanying source of surface potential vorticity injection

suggests that at some fronts the current feedback modification of the Ekman buoyancy flux may

be significant in terms of both submesoscale dynamics and boundary layer energetics, with an

implied modification of symmetric instability growth rates and dissipation that scales similarly to

the energy lost through the negative wind work generated by the current feedback. This provides an

example of how the shift of dynamical regimes into the submesoscale may promote the importance

of air-sea interaction mechanisms that differ from those most active at larger scale.
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1. Introduction20

The mechanisms of air-sea interaction and coupling have been the subject of extensive study21

at scales of 10-100 km in the ocean mesoscale. Emerging from this work is a robust picture of22

the importance of air-sea interactions—where variability in ocean surface currents and sea-surface23

temperature drive variability in the atmosphere which then can feedback on the ocean evolution24

through modifications to the surface fluxes of heat and momentum (Seo et al. 2023). Interactions25

of this type have been documented to be important across a wide-range of processes in both the26

atmosphere and the ocean: from global climate variability such as El-Niño (Pacanowski 1987; Luo27

et al. 2005), to basin-scale features such as the Gulf Stream path and stability (Renault et al. 2016a,28

2019a), and down to the energetics of the ocean mesoscale eddy field which holds the majority of29

the kinetic energy of the general circulation (Dewar and Flierl 1987; Ferrari and Wunsch 2009; Xu30

et al. 2016; Bishop et al. 2020; Rai et al. 2021).31

At the same time, over the last several decades it has also become evident that the surface ocean32

is rich with variability at the submesoscale, which is best defined dynamically as flows with O(1)33

Richardson and Rossby numbers (generally found at horizontal scales of 100 m to 10 km). Processes34

at these scales are critical to both local ocean boundary layer dynamics and biogeochemistry, and35

may play a signficant role in regional, or global, integrated air-sea heat fluxes, seasonal energetics of36

the mesoscale, and pathways between the surface and interior (Su et al. 2018; Wenegrat et al. 2018;37

Schubert et al. 2020; Naveira Garabato et al. 2022; Taylor and Thompson 2023). Likewise many38

features of larger-scale ocean variability, such as western boundary currents and mesoscale eddies,39

are now recognized to have embedded sharp fronts and other features that fall in the submesoscale40

regime (Thomas et al. 2013; Brannigan et al. 2017; Zhang and Qiu 2018). However, despite41

the advances in understanding ocean circulation at the submesoscale, the role of submesoscale42

variability in air-sea interaction—and whether there are significant coupled interactions at this43

scale—remains less established.44

Prior work using numerical modeling and observations suggest that some of the known physical45

pathways for air-sea interaction at the ocean mesoscale are also likely active at the submesoscale.46

This includes both thermal interactions, whereby variations in surface temperature induce changes47

in surface winds (Wenegrat and Arthur 2018; Shao et al. 2019; Sullivan et al. 2020), and the48

modulation of surface momentum fluxes by ocean surface currents. This last mechanism in49
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particular has been identified as important in ocean simulations, where inclusion of the surface50

current feedback on the stress (CFB) introduces anticorrelations between surface stress anomalies51

and surface currents that act as a damping term in the kinetic energy equation (Duhaut and52

Straub 2006). This ‘eddy-killing’ effect has been demonstrated to significantly modify the flux of53

kinetic energy between the mesoscale and submesoscale, and from the submesoscale ocean to the54

atmosphere (Renault et al. 2018). In this manuscript however the focus is on an alternate physical55

mechanism through which the CFB can also affect ocean dynamics and energetics at sharp fronts,56

through modifications of the cross-frontal advection of buoyancy—a key driver of submesoscale57

variability.58

Winds blowing parallel to fronts generate a cross-front transport of buoyancy, termed the Ekman59

Buoyancy Flux (EBF, Thomas and Ferrari 2008). The strong buoyancy gradients at submesoscale60

fronts allow even moderate winds to generate extremely large magnitude EBF, with observed values61

exceeding the equivalent of an O(10,000 W m−2) surface heat flux (D’Asaro et al. 2011; Thomas62

et al. 2013). This advective flux overwhelms surface heat fluxes between the atmosphere and63

ocean, and hence is a central component of the mixed-layer buoyancy budget at fronts (Johnson64

et al. 2020a,b). Further, the EBF helps set the rate of the frictional surface flux of potential vorticity65

(PV)—a dynamical tracer—with surface PV destruction leading to submesoscale frontogenesis,66

the emergence of fast-growing symmetric instabilities, and the generation of extremely strong67

boundary layer turbulence (Thomas and Lee 2005; D’Asaro et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2013). The68

purpose of this manuscript is to document how the modulation of surface momentum fluxes by69

ocean surface currents also introduce modulations of the EBF at submesoscale fronts, leading to70

an effective source of buoyancy and PV to the ocean mixed-layer which may alter the evolution of71

submesoscale fronts. This mechanism is likely to be significant primarily in cases of submesoscale72

fronts with strong surface currents, as are frequently seen within energetic larger-scale features73

such as western boundary currents and along the periphery of some mesoscale eddies.74

The manuscript is structured as follows. In section 2 the basic theory of how the current feedback75

on stress modifies the surface Ekman buoyancy flux is introduced, along with scalings to determine76

its importance relative to the standard formulation of the EBF. In section 3 an idealized numerical77

model is introduced and used to validate several of the scalings and establish the quantitative effect.78
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The potential importance of this mechanism relative to other processes active at the submesoscale79

is discussed in section 4, and results are summarized in section 5.80

2. Current feedback on stress and the Ekman buoyancy flux81

a. Current feedback on stress82

The origin of the CFB is evident through a simple kinematic consideration of the surface stress,83

which is a function of the wind-speed relative to the surface ocean currents. When the surface84

current flows in the same direction as the wind, the relative wind speed (the difference in speed85

between the atmosphere and ocean) is reduced, reducing the surface stress. In contrast, when wind86

and currents are in opposing directions the relative wind speed is increased, and the surface stress87

is enhanced. The bulk surface stress incorporating this effect can be written as88

τ = ρacd |Ua−uo |(Ua−uo), (1)

where ρa is the density of air, cd is the surface drag coefficient, Ua is the surface wind vector, and89

uo is the surface ocean current vector. From this a stress anomaly due to the CFB can be defined90

as91

τ ′ = τ − ρacd |Ua |Ua︸!!!!!!!!!︷︷!!!!!!!!!︸
τ

, (2)

where τ is the standard bulk stress defined using the earth-relative wind vector. The total wind92

stress thus consists of a portion due solely to the winds, and an anomaly term due to the CFB.93

It is also useful to develop approximate versions of (1) and (2) by noting that generally |uo | ≪94

|Ua |, such that terms that are quadratic in the ocean surface velocity can be neglected (Bye 1985;95

Rooth and Xie 1992; Duhaut and Straub 2006; Renault et al. 2017)96

τ ≈ ρaCd |Ua |Ua−2ρacd |Ua | |uo |e, (3)

where e = cosθ i+0.5sinθ j, with (i, j) defining an orthonormal basis where i is aligned with the97

direction of the surface wind, and θ is the angle between the surface wind and surface currents.98

Renault et al. (2017, their supplementary information) show that the angle between the surface99
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current and e cannot exceed 19.5◦, such that |uo |e ≈ |e|uo. It can further be assumed that—when100

considering mesoscale and submesoscale surface currents—θ has a uniform random distribution1101

such that the surface stress anomaly can be approximated as (Renault et al. 2017),102

τ ′ ≈ −3
2
ρacd |Ua |uo. (4)

In the following discussion τ is referred to as the background wind stress, and τ ′ as the anomaly103

due to the CFB. Note however that while the approximate form of the stress, (4), is used in scaling104

arguments and for conceptual discussion, calculations involving the numerical model rely on the105

full surface stress (1), or stress anomaly (2), without approximation. Importantly, it can be clearly106

seen from (4) that the CFB-induced stress anomaly acts to oppose surface currents, such that it107

acts as a sink of kinetic energy through the surface wind work term—the ‘eddy-killing’ effect of108

the CFB. It is shown below that this alignment of the stress anomaly with the surface currents also109

has dynamical and energetic consequences for submesoscale flows through the Ekman transport of110

buoyancy.111

b. Ekman buoyancy flux112

At fronts, winds generate an advective flux of buoyancy, defined as (Thomas and Ferrari 2008),113

EBF =
τ × k̂
ρo f

·∇hb, (5)

where ρo is the density of seawater, b is the buoyancy, and ∇h is the horizontal gradient operator.114

This can also be directly related to the wind-driven component of the surface PV flux, which goes115

as JW IND ≈ f EBF/h where h is the depth of the well-mixed portion of the surface boundary layer116

(Thomas and Ferrari 2008; Wenegrat et al. 2018). When the winds are oriented in the ‘upfront’117

direction (opposing the surface thermal wind shear) the transport is towards the dense-side of the118

front, acting as a buoyancy and PV source to the mixed-layer. In contrast ‘downfront’ winds in119

the direction of the surface thermal wind shear transport dense-water over light, driving turbulent120

mixing and destroying PV.121

1This assumption is taken only for conceptual simplicity, and is not strictly necessary as |e | = 1/2
!

1+3cos(θ)2 such that it is always on the
interval (0.5, 1) (Renault et al. 2017).
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Expanding the definition of the EBF using the wind-stress given by (1) and (2) shows how the122

CFB can modify the surface EBF123

EBF =
τ × k̂
ρo f

·∇hb
︸!!!!!!!︷︷!!!!!!!︸

EBFτ

+
τ′× k̂
ρo f

·∇hb
︸!!!!!!!!︷︷!!!!!!!!︸

EBFτ′

. (6)

The strength of the CFB effect on EBF can be estimated using (4),124

EBFτ′ ≈ −
(
3
2
ρa

ρo

cd

| f |

)
|Ua | |uo | |∇hb| cosφ, (7)

where φ is the angle between the surface currents and the surface thermal wind shear.125

Equation (7) indicates that the CFB may generate significant buoyancy—and PV—fluxes in the126

presence of strong surface currents aligned with sharp fronts. For illustration, posing this as an127

effective Ekman heat flux (EHF = ρocwα−1g−1EBF, where cw is the specific heat of seawater and128

α is the thermal expansion coefficient) shows that the CFB can generate equivalent advective heat129

fluxes of O(1000 W m−2) at strong submesoscale fronts (using values observed in the Kuroshio130

by D’Asaro et al. 2011, where |Ua | ∼ 10 m s−1, |uo | ∼ 1 m s−1, and |∇hb| ∼ 10−5 s−2). Below it131

is argued that the frequent alignment of surface currents and surface thermal wind shear implies132

that the CFB will generally reduce the downfront component of the surface wind-stress, acting to133

generate an effective source of buoyancy—and PV—to the mixed-layer.134

Finally, to further contextualize the importance of the CFB on EBF it is useful to compare the135

anomaly term to the standard formulation, which considers only the earth-relative wind speed. The136

ratio of the two is given by,137

EBFτ′
EBFτ

∼ −Uo

Ua

cosφ
cosψ

, (8)

where Uo and Ua respectively scale the magnitude of the surface current and winds, and ψ is138

the angle between the wind and the surface thermal wind shear. This ratio also scales the relative139

importance of the CFB to background wind-driven PV fluxes. Notably, (8) does not depend directly140

on the strength of the buoyancy gradient, and instead depends only on the relative magnitudes of141

the surface current and wind speed, and their alignment with the front. Generally the ratio of the142

velocity magnitudes will be small, although not always negligibly so in cases of weak or moderate143
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winds and strong surface flows. However despite this, the tendency of surface currents to align144

with fronts (ie. for φ to be small) allows the CFB contribution to play an important role in cases145

where winds and fronts are not aligned, or when integrating across many fronts where EBFτ is of146

alternating sign (such that
∫

A cosψ dA ≈ 0).147

3. Results from numerical simulations148

a. Description of simulations149

Numerical simulations were performed using the Coastal and Regional Ocean COmmunity150

(CROCO) model (Auclair et al. 2022). The domain was configured as an idealized re-entrant chan-151

nel, with 500 km length in the periodic x-direction, 2000 km in the y-direction (bounded by free-slip152

walls), and a uniform depth of 4000 m. The vertical direction was discretized with 100 stretched153

vertical levels, with near-surface resolution of ∆z = 3.6 m, and the K-Profile Parameterization was154

used for the turbulence closure (KPP, Large et al. 1994). Existing turbulence closures are known155

to not accurately represent all pathways for the generation of turbulence at fronts (Bachman et al.156

2017; Chor et al. 2022), however exploration of the sensitivity of results to choice of turbulence157

closures is beyond the scope of the present work.158

The flow was initialized in geostrophic balance, with a baroclinically unstable horizontal buoy-159

ancy gradient (a detailed description of the initial frontal configuration can be found in Soufflet160

et al. 2016). An alternate configuration with an imposed initial mixed-layer was tested and found161

to not qualitatively alter the results. The simulation was first allowed to evolve with no surface162

forcing for 360 days at mesoscale resolving resolution (∆x = ∆y = 2 km), during which time the163

temperature front was maintained by relaxation towards the initial condition. At the end of the164

360 day spin-up period there is an active field of mesoscale eddies, and the eddy kinetic energy165

has reached a quasi-steady state. The simulation was then restarted at submesoscale permitting166

resolution (∆x = ∆y = 500 m), without relaxation, allowing the rapid growth of submesoscale167

mixed-layer instabilities, characterized by O(1) Rossby numbers (figure 1). It is computationally168

prohibitive to run a domain of this size at sufficient resolution to directly resolve symmetric insta-169

bilities (SI), hence some of the discussion around the potential impacts of the CFB on boundary170

layer energetics are posed as hypotheses in section 4.171
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Fig. 1. Sea-surface temperature (left), surface relative vorticity normalized by the Coriolis frequency (center),

and the zonal component of the wind-stress anomaly introduced by the current feedback normalized by the

standard earth-relative formulation of the zonal wind-stress (right). The ocean surface velocity field imprints on

the surface wind stress via the CFB mechanism, introducing correlations between surface currents, horizontal

buoyancy gradients, and wind-stress. The background wind stress direction is indicated by the gray arrow. All

fields are shown on day 385 (25 days after restart).
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The high-resolution simulation was forced by a uniform surface heat loss of 25 W m−2 (unless178

otherwise noted) and a moderate surface wind of |Ua | = 7 m s−1 oriented towards the northeast179

direction. The surface stress was calculated using (1) with a constant drag coefficient of cd = 10−3.180

This simplified calculation of the surface stress isolates only the direct effect of the surface currents181
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on the wind-stress, and does not include other air-sea interaction mechanisms such as thermal182

feedbacks on the wind or drag coefficient, or the response of the winds to the CFB modifications in183

stress. This last mechanism in particular will tend to counter the CFB, as the reduction of surface184

stress due to the CFB can generate a partially compensating increase in surface winds (Renault et al.185

2016b). This effect can be parameterized in uncoupled models by writing the relative wind vector186

as Ua − (1− sw)uo such that sw > 0 accounts for the increase of the wind speed due to the CFB187

(Renault et al. 2016b). Noting that the perturbation stress is approximately linear in the surface188

current it follows that the magnitude of EBFτ′ would also be reduced by a factor of approximately189

(1− sw) (as would other CFB effects such as the modification of the surface wind work). Estimates190

from a coupled global mesoscale resolving simulation suggest sw = 0− 0.5, with a global mean191

value of sw ≈ 0.3 (Renault et al. 2019b). However, it is not currently clear whether this value is192

representative of this effect at the submesoscale—where the small horizontal length scales limit the193

ability of the atmospheric boundary layer to respond locally (Wenegrat and Arthur 2018)—and so194

this effect is not directly estimated here. A high-resolution control simulation was also performed195

without the CFB (referred to as run ‘No-CFB’ throughout), such that the total wind-stress is given196

by τ in equation (2).197

Before discussing the EBF it is useful to first note several differences between the simulation202

with the CFB and the No-CFB control simulation without, although it is not implied these changes203

are solely attributable to changes in the EBF. Both simulations have kinetic energy spectral slope204

shallower than k−3 through the submesoscale (figure 2), consistent with realistic models and205

observations (Capet et al. 2008; Callies et al. 2015; Qiu et al. 2017; Soares et al. 2022). The206

amount of kinetic energy in the submesoscale is however reduced by approximately 15% in the207

CFB simulation. This tendency of the CFB to weaken the submesoscale is also reflected in the208

vorticity, divergence, and strain distributions (figure 3), which in each case show shifts towards209

zero in the distributions for the simulation run with the CFB. The surface vorticity in the CFB210

run shows considerably less negative values of vertical vorticity. Many of these features are also211

consistent with prior realistic simulations with the CFB, however an advantage of the idealized212

setup used here is that because both the CFB and No-CFB simulations are started from a common213

spin-up run—and only run for 30 days of simulation time—the mesoscale and larger flow remains214

relatively constant between the two runs with changes primarily in the emerging small-scales. This215
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Fig. 2. Isotropic power spectral density of the surface kinetic energy averaged over days 380-390 (top panel),

comparing the run with the current feedback on stress (CFB) to the run without (No-CFB). Example k−2 and k−3

spectral slopes are indicated by the dash-dot lines. The cumulative spectral integral (integrated from high to low

wavenumber) is shown in the bottom panel.
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200
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acts to isolate changes at the submesoscale, in contrast to longer integrations where changes to216

the larger-scale circulation can generate indirect changes to the small-scale flow, in addition to the217

direct effect of the CFB (Renault et al. 2018).218

b. Validation of approximate forms224

The numerical model is used to validate two of the approximations given in section 2, as shown225

in figure 4. First is the approximate form of τ′, given in equation (4), which is compared to the226

exact calculation formed by subtracting τ from the full surface stress, eg. (2). Variance around227

the 1-1 line is generally small, and reflects the joint contributions of the assumptions that terms228

that are quadratic in the surface current are small, alignment of e and uo, and that the angle of229

surface currents relative to the wind has a uniform random distribution. Equation (4) thus provides230

a useful scaling of the strength of the CFB effect on the surface stress. The approximate form of the231
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the surface vertical vorticity (left), surface horizontal divergence (center), and surface

strain (right) comparing the simulation with the current feedback (CFB, blue) to the simulation run using only

the earth-relative surface wind-stress (No-CFB, orange). In each plot the distributions are normalized by the

peak value in the distribution of simulation CFB, the x-axis is normalized by the Coriolis frequency, and data

covers the last 5 days of simulation time.
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222

223

EBFτ′ given by (7) likewise is able to reasonably approximate the true values, a result that follows232

from it adding no additional assumptions beyond the approximate form of the stress. Errors in the233

approximate form increase at extreme values of EBFτ′, likely due to these values being controlled234

by just a few individual fronts such that the assumption used in deriving (4) of a uniform random235

distribution between surface currents and wind direction does not hold. The tendency of EBFτ′ to236

be negative (oriented downwards such that it is a source in the mixed-layer budget) is also evident,237

and is discussed further below.238

c. Changes to the Ekman buoyancy flux244

A snapshot of the Ekman Buoyancy Flux is shown in figure 5, with units given as an equivalent245

heat flux for illustrative purposes. Values in this simulation reach extremes of O(±1000 W m−2),246

again emphasizing how at fronts these terms can exceed typical air-sea buoyancy fluxes. The247

scaling for the CFB-induced EBF relative to the background EBF, (8), highlights two particular248

frontal configurations where EBFτ′ may be significant locally at fronts. The first is the case of249

winds and fronts that are not aligned, as highlighted in the top row of figure 5. Here the winds250
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Fig. 4. Comparison of numerical results with approximate forms from section 2. Left panel: CFB induced

stress anomaly, normalized by the standard bulk stress calculated using earth-relative wind speeds. Both zonal

and meridional components are included. Right panel: CFB induced Ekman buoyancy flux anomaly. In both

panels the colorscale shows the relative frequency of occurrence over simulation days 365-390 (normalized such

that the sum of all bins is one), and the 1-1 line is indicated in white.
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243

are blowing in a direction aligned with the surface buoyancy gradient (across-front winds), but the251

CFB effect contributes as much as 360 W m−2 of effective downward heat flux into the mixed-layer252

through the cross-frontal Ekman transport of buoyancy. This will act to restratify the front, and253

hence may suppress frontogenesis and the development of submesoscale instabilities through the254

associated surface PV injection. The other frontal configuration where scalings suggest significant255

contributions from EBFτ′ is the case of strong surface velocities, as shown in the bottom row of256

figure 5. Here the strong flow due to the large-scale meandering of the jet leads to large surface257

velocities (∼ 1 m s−1) that significantly reduce the stress. This acts as an effective source of258

downwards EBF to the mixed-layer, reducing the EBF due to downfront winds by approximately259

25% (an effective change in the equivalent Ekman heat flux of approximately 200 W/m2). For this260

front the net EBF remains positive, representing a loss of buoyancy and PV at the surface, however261

as boundary layer properties such as the turbulent dissipation generated by symmetric instability262

are sensitive to the magnitude of this flux (Taylor and Ferrari 2010), the CFB contribution may263
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Fig. 5. The Ekman buoyancy flux from the numerical model (left panel) on day 385 (25 days after restart),

along with two zoomed-in regions of the background EBFτ (center column) and the current feedback on stress

induced anomaly EBFτ′ (right column). The colorscale is normalized to units of equivalent surface heat flux for

illustrative purposes. Contours of surface temperature (thin gray lines), with 1◦ C intervals, are also shown to

indicate frontal orientation (see also figure 1). The zoom regions are 100 km x 125 km in the x and y directions,

respectively, and a scale bar is shown.

266
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268

269

270

271

be significant to the net rate of energy extracted from the geostrophic flow by downfront winds264

(section 4).265

The distribution of all values of EBFτ′ is shown in figure 6. Values range from approximately272

-1000 W m−2 to 250 W m−2, with a peak around 0 that reflects the spatial intermittency of fronts.273

The largest values are associated with those regions with both strong fronts and strong surface274

currents, where from (8) the stress anomaly term can contribute significantly to the total EBF (note275
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Fig. 6. Left: Distribution of the perturbation Ekman buoyancy flux, EBFτ′ , with units given as an equivalent

heat flux. Right: Joint distribution of the surface thermal wind shear direction (front direction) and the angle

of the total surface currents. Angles are defined using the standard trigonometric convention. Cases of surface

currents aligned with the surface thermal wind shear (φ = 0), and opposing the surface thermal wind shear

(φ = ±π), are indicated by the dashed white lines.
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many regions where |τ′x/τx | ≳ 0.3 in figure 1). The distribution of EBFτ′ is negatively skewed (a276

pattern which is also evident in the predominantly negative values in the right columns of figures277

4 and 5). From (7) the sign of the perturbation EBF is set by the relative orientation of surface278

currents and fronts, with negative values resulting from surface currents that are in the direction279

of the thermal wind shear (|φ| < π/2). The joint distribution of thermal wind shear and surface280

current directions is plotted in figure 6, indicating that they are largely parallel.281

To what extent is this a general feature in the ocean? A heuristic argument can be made by287

noting that many ocean fronts result from frontogenesis by the surface strain field, leading to288

alignment of fronts and streamlines, and that these fronts in turn act to help set the direction289

of the surface flow through their thermal wind shear (Elipot and Wenegrat 2021). Indeed the290

general principle of the alignment of fronts and surface flows underpins some operational surface291

current retrieval algorithms (Isern-Fontanet et al. 2017). A more formal connection can be made292

via the relationship between the surface buoyancy and the geostrophic streamfunction in quasi-293

geostrophic dynamics, where in the specific case of surface quasi-geostrophic (SQG) flows the294
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surface buoyancy defines the streamfunction such that fronts and surface currents are identically295

aligned (Lapeyre 2017). Variants of the SQG model show skill at reproducing surface currents in296

models and observations (Klein et al. 2008; González-Haro and Isern-Fontanet 2014; González-297

Haro et al. 2020; Miracca-Lage et al. 2022), although observed kinetic energy spectra are generally298

inconsistent with SQG predictions (Callies and Ferrari 2013; Chereskin et al. 2019; Soares et al.299

2022). In more dynamically complex settings, for instance layered quasi-geostrophic models that300

approximate the presence of a surface mixed layer, the total surface flow is a horizontal-scale301

dependent function of buoyancy anomalies at multiple levels (Callies et al. 2016).302

This suggests an interpretation of EBFτ′ as primarily acting as a source term (in buoyancy and303

PV) to the mixed layer, and it is straightforward to further simplify both (7) and (8) using an304

assumption of φ = 0. However, it can also be seen that there are some regions where the surface305

flow opposes the surface thermal wind shear (φ = ±π), flipping the sign of EBFτ′ (figures 5 and306

6). These cases tend to occur in this simulation as a result of the strong eastward jet, which when307

superimposed on weaker baroclinic shear flows can cause the total surface velocity (jet plus eddy308

contributions) to oppose the thermal wind shear in some places. These instances are associated309

both with weaker fronts (where the thermal wind contribution to the flow is smaller), and with310

smaller velocities as the jet and thermal wind flows oppose each other in the total surface current.311

These factors both act to lower the magnitude of EBFτ′ (figure 6), limiting the impact of these312

events (compare for instance regions of positive vs negative EBFτ′ in figure 5), such that the313

occurrences of positive EBFτ′ contribute only about 20% to the total sum. As such, the remainder314

of this manuscript focuses largely on the case where φ ≈ 0 such that EBFτ′ < 0.315

The covariability between surface currents and fronts (eg. figure 6) suggests that even weak316

surface currents may have area-integrated effects through the CFB. The best studied example of317

this is the so-called ‘eddy-killing’ effect, which can be seen in figure 7 which provides a zoomed in318

view of a single cyclonic eddy. The CFB induces stress anomalies that are anticorrelated with the319

surface currents, creating negative wind-work that drains eddy kinetic energy. However, it can also320

be seen that in this case the cold-core eddy is associated with a buoyancy gradient that is positively321

correlated with the stress anomaly (shown in figure 7 in terms of the meridional gradient relevant to322

the zonal stress anomaly, although both zonal and meridional components show a similar pattern).323

This pattern of covariability between τ′ and ∇hb indicates that EBFτ′ < 0 when integrated across324
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Fig. 7. Zoomed in region highlighting a single submesoscale cyclonic eddy in terms of (from left to right)

surface relative vorticity normalized by the Coriolis frequency, zonal surface current, zonal component of the

stress anomaly, and the meridional buoyancy gradient. Anticorrelations between surface currents and wind-stress

anomalies give rise to negative wind-work (eddy-killing effect), whereas correlations between stress anomalies

and buoyancy gradients are associated with a negative Ekman buoyancy flux that acts as a source of buoyancy in

the mixed-layer budget.

327

328

329

330

331

332

an eddy, in this case equivalent to an approximately -10 W m−2 surface heat flux. The mean EBFτ325

over the eddy is about an order of magnitude smaller.326

Integrating over larger areas likewise indicates a significant reduction of the total EBF by EBFτ′333

(figure 8). Over the whole frontal zone the total EBF is equivalent to an effective surface heat flux334

of 5-10 W m−2, acting to cool the surface mixed layer, although these specific values are a function335

of the imposed mean wind and large-scale buoyancy gradient and hence cannot be generalized from336

these idealized simulations. More important is however the reduction of the area-integrated EBF337

by approximately 50% due to the CFB—a result that is predicted by (8) and the observed tendency338

for surface currents to be aligned with fronts. Similar results hold both within the center of the339

jet, where the flow is dominated by strong mesoscale features with large surface currents, and on340

the jet flanks where the fronts and flow are weaker and more isotropic (figure 8). In both cases341

the CFB reduces the area-integrated EBF, although this effect is less pronounced in the weaker-342

front region, consistent with the dependence of (8) on the strength of the surface currents. That343

these changes between the CFB and No-CFB runs in each case are due to EBFτ′ was confirmed344

by calculation of the integrated EBFτ from the CFB simulation, which also closely follows the345

No-CFB simulation (not shown), indicating there are not significant changes to the larger-scale346

mean horizontal buoyancy gradients between these runs.347
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Fig. 8. Magnitude of the surface horizontal buoyancy gradient (left panel) on day 385 (25 days after restart),

along with the spatial mean Ekman heat flux over the full frontal region (top, for y=[400 km, 1600 km]), a region

of strong fronts (middle, for y=[950 km, 1100 km]), and a region of weaker fronts (bottom, for y=[475 km, 625

km]). The simulation run with the current feedback (CFB, solid blue line) can be compared to a simulation run

with the standard earth-relative formulation of the surface stress (NO-CFB, orange dashed line).

348

349

350

351

352

d. Changes to the potential vorticity353

Finally, beyond the mixed-layer buoyancy budget, the EBF also affects the surface flux of Ertel354

PV, which exerts strong dynamical controls on ocean circulation, both locally in the boundary layer355

(Taylor and Ferrari 2010), and on the large-scale circulation as water masses are subducted into356

the interior (Marshall et al. 2001; Wenegrat et al. 2018). The connection between the EBF and357

surface PV flux at individual fronts is well established (Thomas and Ferrari 2008), and is thus not358

reiterated here other than to note that the changes in EBF by EBFτ′ shown in figure 5 can also359

be interpreted directly in terms of a reduction of PV destruction by the EBF (see also Chen et al.360

2022, who found a reduction in PV destruction in a simulation of a single submesoscale eddy that361
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may be explained by the mechanism discussed here). Here it is noted that the cumulative effect of362

this reduction appears in the volume-integrated PV budget of these simulations (figure 9). In both363

the CFB and No-CFB cases PV is destroyed, largely due to the imposed surface heat loss which364

is approximately 5 times larger for this simulation configuration than the mean Ekman heat flux365

(figure 8). However the rate of PV destruction is reduced by approximately 15% when the CFB is366

included (this value includes the effect of the surface heat flux in the denominator). The CFB thus367

acts as an effective source of PV in these simulations (figure 9, bottom panel).368

Simulations run with no surface buoyancy flux (CFB and No-CFB) are also shown for comparison369

(figure 9, dashed lines). The net evolution of the PV in this case is different, as expected without370

the strong (relative to the mean EBF) surface buoyancy loss acting to destroy PV. Notably without371

a surface buoyancy loss there is a net injection of PV in the case with the CFB, whereas the372

No-CFB case has a near-zero change over the simulation period. However, despite the differences373

in PV evolution, the change in the PV between CFB and No-CFB cases is very similar across374

the configurations with and without surface buoyancy fluxes (9, bottom panel). This effective PV375

injection by the CFB is consistent in sign and magnitude with the mean PV flux implied by EBFτ′376

which can be very roughly estimated as JEBFτ′ ∼ f EBFτ′/h such that the change in volume-averaged377

PV over the 30 day simulation period goes as ∆qEBF ′ ∼ −JEBFτ′∆t/∆z ≈ 2.7× 10−11 s−3 (using378

EBFτ′ equivalent to a 5 W m−2 heat flux, an average mixed-layer depth of 45 m in the frontal379

zone, and a ∆t of 30 days and ∆z of 500 m for comparison with the cumulative change in figure 9,380

bottom panel). This estimate is similar to the actual volume-integrated PV change due to the CFB381

in both simulations, however a more complete attribution to EBFτ′ would require disentangling382

several mechanisms, and hence is beyond the scope of the present work (see discussion in section383

4). Regardless, the changes in EBF and PV documented here suggest the CFB may be important in384

the PV budget both locally at fronts with strong surface currents or in cases of cross-frontal winds,385

and when considering the integrated contributions over many submesoscale fronts.386

4. Discussion392

The idealized simulations considered here are designed to provide a simple illustration of the di-393

rect effect of the CFB on the EBF. However, they are also associated with a number of limitations—394

specifically in resolution and realism—that do not allow quantification of a number of additional395
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the change in Ertel PV volume-averaged between the surface and 500 m depth and

y=500–1500 km relative to day 361 (V−1
∫
V

q(t)−q(to)dV). The top panel shows the change in mean PV relative

to the PV on day 361 immediately following the simulation restart for the CFB run (solid blue) and the No-CFB

run (solid orange). The bottom panel shows the difference in between the runs with and without the CFB. Results

of a simulation run with no surface buoyancy flux are also shown (dashed lines in each subplot) for comparison.

387

388

389

390

391

aspects of how the CFB effect on EBF may be important for submesoscale dynamics and energetics.396

Several of these other mechanisms, and challenges for disentangling their effects, are discussed397

here.398

Perhaps the most important limitation of the simulations considered in this manuscript is that they399

are not sufficiently high-resolution to permit symmetric instabilities, such that the direct energetic400

effects of EBFτ′ in the simulations cannot be usefully quantified. However, the reduction in surface401

EBF by the CFB is expected to affect symmetric modes in two ways. First, as shown above, the402

EBFτ′ acts primarily as a source term in the PV budget, which will tend to suppress the emergence403

of symmetric instabilities, potentially reducing the frequency of their occurrence. The net effect of404

this will vary depending on the forcing and how close to marginally stable to SI the fronts are, and405
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cannot be estimated a priori. Second, in the case of fronts where the net EBF remains positive (ie.406

wind-driven PV destruction), the CFB will modify the magnitude of the energy extracted from the407

balanced flow through the geostrophic shear production (GSP) which scales with the EBF (Taylor408

and Ferrari 2010; Thomas et al. 2013). This energy is ultimately cascaded forward to turbulence409

(Chor et al. 2022), and hence the CFB is expected to act to reduce the SI-enhancement of turbulent410

dissipation by an amount411

GSP′ ≈ EBFτ′
h
2
≈ −3

4
ρa

ρo
cd |Ua | |uo | |∆ug |, (9)

where the overline indicates a vertical average over the mixed-layer of depth h, |∆ug | = h|∇hb/ f |412

is the magnitude of the change in geostrophic velocity over the mixed-layer and it is assumed φ = 0.413

For the observations of symmetric instability along the Kuroshio discussed in section 2 (D’Asaro414

et al. 2011), the strong surface currents (|uo | ≈1.5 m/s) and modest winds (|Ua | ≈ 10 m/s) imply415

that EBFτ′ could reduce the vertically-integrated turbulent dissipation rate by O(10−5 W m kg−1),416

about 15% of the total.417

The CFB modification of the EBF may therefore act to reduce the rate of energy flux from418

the balanced flow to the submesoscale and dissipation, both through PV injection—which will419

reduce the frequency of symmetric instability—and through a direct modification of the growth420

rates via the change in EBF. This reduction of shear production and dissipation by SI can be421

compared to the loss of energy through the CFB wind-work anomaly, which goes as ρ−1
o τ ′ ·uo ≈422

−(3/2)ρ−1
o ρacd |Ua | |uo |2. It is therefore anticipated that even in SI unstable conditions, the CFB423

will slow the instability growth rate through both a reduction in the GSP and the generation of424

negative wind-work, with relative contributions dependent on the ratio of |∆ug |/|uo |.425

Aside from the limitations of resolution, it is also worth highlighting the challenge—even in426

these relatively simple numerical experiments—of definitively partitioning the observed changes427

in the submesoscale (see for instance figures 2 and 3) across the various processes affected by the428

CFB. An illustrative example of this challenge comes from considering the change in PV between429

the CFB and No-CFB runs (figure 9), which will be affected both by the EBFτ′, and by changes to430

the strength of the Turbulent Thermal Wind (TTW) secondary circulations driven by the mixing431

of geostrophic momentum at fronts (Wenegrat and McPhaden 2016; McWilliams 2017). The PV432

fluxes associated with the TTW flow depends on |∇hb|2 (Wenegrat et al. 2018), and therefore may433
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be sensitive to changes in the strength of submesoscale fronts introduced by the CFB, including434

changes forced directly by the EBFτ′ as well as those resulting from the reduction of mesoscale435

and submesoscale eddy kinetic energy by the surface wind work. Direct diagnosis of the relative436

contributions of changes in the EBF and TTW PV flux are confounded by both appearing in the437

PV budget via the same frictional flux terms, such that disentangling the mechanisms may require438

the design of more sophisticated numerical experiments than simple comparisons of runs with and439

without the CFB.440

Finally, despite this challenge it is however worth noting that the simulations used here show441

a very slight reduction of the magnitude of the horizontal buoyancy gradients in the CFB run442

(approximately 5%). This implies a reduction of TTW PV injection in the CFB case that is443

inconsistent with the observed increase in PV of the simulations with the CFB relative to No-444

CFB (figure 9), whereas the sign of the mean EBFτ′ is of the correct sense to inject PV. The445

balance of these terms—particularly in realistic settings where models show that weakening of446

the mesoscale circulation by the CFB can lead to significant increases in baroclinic conversion447

of available potential energy by the submesoscale (Renault et al. 2018)—is not easily predicted.448

Given the interdependence of various dynamical properties of the submesoscale (including eddy449

buoyancy fluxes, TTW circulation, and the EBF) on common parameters such as the strength of450

the horizontal buoyancy gradients, future work should consider both direct and indirect pathways451

for air-sea interaction and coupling at the submesoscale.452

5. Summary453

In this manuscript a mechanism for the current feedback on the surface wind stress to affect454

submesoscale ocean fronts is identified through the Ekman buoyancy flux. Scaling arguments455

suggest that the CFB effect on the EBF can be significant in cases of strong surface currents,456

or cross-frontal winds, with examples from a numerical simulation showing approximately 25%457

changes in the local EBF due to the CFB. Importantly, this term acts primarily as a source of458

buoyancy to the mixed-layer, or equivalently it acts to inject PV. This allows for even relatively459

modest changes to the EBF at individual fronts to contribute a significant change to the area-460

integral, reaching an approximately 50% reduction in the integrated EBF in the simulation shown461

here. Considering the CFB modification of the EBF may therefore be important to understanding462
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the mixed-layer buoyancy budget at both individual fronts in some cases, and when considering463

the integrated effects of the horizontal transport.464

These changes can furthermore be directly related to changes in the frictional flux of PV, a key465

determinant of submesoscale mixed-layer dynamics. The CFB is speculated to reduce both the466

frequency of occurrence of submesoscale symmetric instabilities, and the rate at which they extract467

and dissipate energy from the geostrophic flow field. Scaling arguments suggest that this mechanism468

may have energetic effects that are similar in magnitude to the effects of the CFB on the surface469

wind-work, and hence should be considered when looking at the energetic effects of the current470

feedback at submesoscale fronts. These effects may be particularly important in considering PV471

and buoyancy fluxes associated with submesoscale fronts embedded in more energetic mesoscale472

features, where the surface currents can be large. Example of this occur frequently in mesoscale473

eddies, coastal fronts, and western boundary currents (Brannigan et al. 2017; D’Asaro et al. 2011;474

Zhang and Qiu 2018; Wenegrat et al. 2020).475

The transition from the ocean mesoscale to the submesoscale is not just a change in length-476

scale, but rather represents a change in dynamical regimes (Taylor and Thompson 2023). This477

indicates the possibility that other physical mechanisms of air-sea interaction may be active at478

these scales, an example of which is the CFB modification of the EBF explored in this manuscript.479

However, disentangling the direct effects of the change of EBF vs other mechanisms emerging from480

the CFB on stress is challenging, even in the idealized numerical setup employed here. Further481

challenging is the potential importance of indirect effects (for instance the effect of the CFB on the482

TTW circulation and associated PV injection), which may have common parameter dependencies.483

Progress on the understanding of submesoscale air-sea interaction will be aided by consideration484

of the interplay of both direct and indirect effects of air-sea interaction processes, and how these485

might change in the dynamical transition from mesoscale to submesoscale.486
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